From "The Postcard Album" Issue 19

I

n the course of collecting pre
1901 British PPC ’s, I have
come across a K+N published
PPC series for London. I have
also found clear evidence of
K+N printing for other major
British PPC publishers, circa
1900.

Knackstedt + Näther

My K+N research was done using the English trade magazines of the time and this together with details of their British PPC
printings forms the basis of this article.
In the British pre PPC era, K+N were busy in
London and in 1894 the firm was described
as “A collotype printer with an export
business to England” (Stationer Printer
and Fancy Trade Register 1894, p 305).
Gruss aus dem Gasthaus zur Glücksburg in Römhild - modern guesthouse with own skittle-alley. The guesthouse or probably only the summer house was errected in 1692. The sender R. Schwalbe orders 100
carp fry. Mailed in early June 1900 to a fish-farming of a paper mill in a
place named Wendisch-Drehma. Litho printed by J. & K. pre 1898.
(not G.m.b.H and old style “Deutsche Reichspost Postkarte” imprint)
There were indeed a number of German publishers who continued with ppc business in
big scale after WW1. Although most postcard
research related writers repeat it over and
over again that postcard business faded away
a great deal after the Great War, there were
firms that grew in business, even in the 1920’s.
I have found a German collotype postcard
printer (Kunst- und Lichtdruckwerk Paul Richter, Magdeburg) who hadstarted his business
as late as 1912 and his postcard business prospered! But this is a separate story.
Junghanss & Koritzer’s business story included also troublesome times according the
jubilee booklet. But managed to stay in business. They never employed more than 35-50
workers, and their major card output appears
to be of regular common quality, produced
at reasonable costs and so to be sold also at
prices everyone could afford.
My theory that J. & K. had one or more longtime publishers they mainly worked for was
backed up by a surprise find. I was offered a
postcard order envelope of the big German
publisher Gebr. Metz, Tübingen. I bought it
immendiately when I realized that the imprinted information made clear that C.G.
Röder printed for this firm (various Röderonly process names are mentioned together
with the letter “R.”). Another imprint lists two
processes: “Lichtdruck” (= collotype) and
“Phoenixbraun” (sepia collotype) together
with “J. & K.”. I do not know of any other German collotype printer with this initials. Bingo!
Gebr. Metz (book publishers in later yearsmainly) was in business until the late 1980’s/
early 1990’s. Somehow I believe the Metz firm
was originally of Swiss origin. The earliest
known Metz cards date from 1894. I guess
many of the early high quality chromolitho
cards were printed in Switzerland (family
business). Metz Bros. had their own bromide
photo card production later but ordered cards
from various printers, incl. C.G. Röder, E.
Pinkau & Co. (both from Leipzig), Nenke &
Ostermaier, Dresden and also Junghanss &
Koritzer, Meiningen. Gebr. Metz was big
enough to keep several printers busy, serving the market with “common” views on sale
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Gruss aus (Thuringia Forest) showing some of the landmarks and
historical sites incl. Schwarzburg (castle). The imprint says that although the “Rennstieg” (a natural border) divides the region it is
one forest, one county. Local patriotism? Touristics/business reasons?
Published and (chromolitho) printed by J. & K. Meiningen G.m.b.H.
(= not pre-1898). Not p/u.

at low prices. I think this is a first link and I
hope to discover more some day.

a total of 17 letterpress machines. Stayed in
business until WW2 years / air-raids of 1943.

The only cards I found bearing the name Junghanss & Koritzer are illustrated above. Typical chromolitho printed “Gruss aus” cards of
pre-1900 origin and showing views from their
state Thuringia.

The other firm is of more interest. “Junghanss & Koritzer”, fine art and book publishers, established on Nov. 24, 1891 in Leipzig, Breitkopfstr. 5. Owner was a Hermann
Zieger. Said to have been a enigmatic person
in the publishing business back then. H. Zieger owned another firm named “Internationaler Kunstverlag M. Bauer & Co” (establ. in
1894 and taken over by Zieger in 1896) and
controlled another: Friedrich Pfeilstücker
(limited partnership since 1900, establ. in
1897), both also found in Leipzig at the same
address as mentioned above.
No information found yet whether the Zieger
publishing group had anything to do with our
J.&.K. Although it was pointed out that Otto
Junghanss and partner Ernst Koritzer favoured the publishing business.
Research continues and I will keep you informed how the J. & K. looked like as soon
as I find the “key card”. During pre-1914 years
this firm worked for publishers abroad. Perhaps you have had some of their cards already in your hands (?).

Research remarks
While searching for any information available on the firm of Junghanss & Koritzer Icame
across two other businesses which attracted
my attention. I learned that the family name
Junghanss was quite often found in Saxony
and Thuringia. There was a printing and publishing business in Leipzig (Täubchenweg 26)
named “Gebr. Junghanss”. Established in
1878 and owners since 1895 were the Junghanss brothers Eugen Curt and Karl Georg.
In 1923 Franz Junghanss took over business.
Their speciality were catalog printing mainly
for the gardening/seed business. Publisher of
“Allgemeiner Samen u. Pflanzen-Anzeiger”
and “Export-Anzeiger für alle Gebiete des
deutschen Gartenbaues”. Employed 75 workers in 1913, almost 100 in later years and had

This issues mistery card
Chris Ratcliffe (once again!)
came up with this unusual
card. Dominated by the
classical Egyptian motif
Sphinx together with pyramids. Arranged below a
date: 7. 2. 04 = in German
stands for February 7, 1904.
The ‘D” in front puzzles me
however. It does not stand
for “Dienstag” (Tuesday)
nor “Donnerstag” (Thursday), Feb. 7, 1904 was a
Sunday. Perhaps “Datum” (date) ? I understand this postally unused card to be a invitation. The sender is the “Verein Ornament” and I have no idea what kind of people
gathered there. Various interests can hide behind “Ornament” association or club. The
illustrated “crest” (lithographers/painter type designed) at below left corner makes clear
that they were at least social drinkers. The three buckets of beer/tankards tell enough.
Printed b/w on red card-board, average quality only. Your comments + ideas welcome!

No mention of Christa Pieska’s “stamp labels”
in this reference. I think as far as the pre 1901
English market was concerned, K+N were
good quality collotype printers. This is how I
have always thought of them, whatever other
printing activities they pursued.
The earliest British K+N printed PPC that I
know of is P/U on 20 November 1898. It was
done for Freke, a Cardiff photographer. It explicitly states “Made by K+N Hamburg”. I illustrate the card here as it uses a very distinctive type for the words “Post Card” that
can be used to identify other K+N printings.

in London
B Y G EORGE W EBBER
(April 2002)

O. & Co.
I have a few pre 1900 court size cards of
London issued by “O. & Co.”, sometimes
described as “Made in Germany ”, and
sometimes “Hamburg”. They are collotype
printed. The words “Post Card” are in identical type to the explicit K+N printing for
Cardiff. Henry Toms specialises in Hamburg
cards and he knows of two possible candidates for “O. & Co.”, one is G. A. Otto and
the other is Ortmann & Cie, both of Hamburg. It seems that Ortmann & Cie would
give the best fit for “O. & Co.”.
What is clear is that the London photographs used, although printed in the ordinary way (mono) were originally taken with
stereo publishing in mind. To increase the
stereo effect, it was common to take photographs with a “deep” perspective and
strong light / dark contrast. A perfect example is the illustration
here of the Hôtel
Metropole, by O. &
Co. Although printed
in mono, it is part
way to a stereo view
already with its extreme perspective
and high contrast.
All “O. & Co.” London cards are like
this. I imagine “O. &
Co.” were Hamburg
photographers/publishers.

Knackstedt + Näther
As well as printing for others,
K+N issued their own numbered series of London views.
This was quite an extensive series going up to 80 odd cards.
They are scarce and I can only
give a partial list of the cards
here

Knackstedt + Näther:
A numbered series of London PPC views
(circa 1899)
1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
10.
12.
17.
19.
23.
25.
26.
32.
33.
37.
48.
49.
53.
58.
62.
67.
68.
69.
70.
72.
78.
88.

Cleopatras Needle
Hotel Cecil
Hotels Cecil & Savoy
Thames Embankment
Somerset House
Nelsons Statue
Big Wheel, Earls Court
Clock Tower and Houses of
Parliament
St Pauls
St James Park
Houses of Parliament
Albert Embankment
Tower and Tower Bridge
Blue Coat School
Holborn Bars
St James’ Palace
Cockspur Street
Athaneum Club
Buckingham Palace
St Georges’ Hospital
Rotten Row
Billingsgate
Grand Hotel
Bank of England
Hotel Great Central
Royal Aquarium
Hotel Great Central

These cards are scarce and I would very
much welcome information on the missing
numbers.
(con’t next page)

é ê Cardiff Castle: This card explicitly said to be printed by
K+N for the Cardiff photographer Freke. The type used for the
word “POST CARD” is also used for K+N’s own London series
and can be used as one example, to identify K+N as the printer
for London Stereo. The postmark of Nov 20th 1898 is the earliest I
know of for K+N in Britain.

é Hôtel Metropole: This card was published by “O. & Co.” and
uses the same type face for the words “POST CARD” as known
K+N printed cards. To me, this is a typical of a photo taken with
stereo in mind. Although in mono, it has a “deep” perspective and
extreme high / low lighting contrast.
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From "The Postcard Album" Issue 19
Composing room: a staff of five men busy
at work. Hand-composing only – no composing machine around.

I illustrate card No 48. This is explicitly attributed to Knackstedt +
Näther with an address at 6/7 Barbican, London, and is explicitly
said to be “Printed at the works in Hamburg”. The printing is by
collotype and the words “POST CARD” are in identical type to
the above for Cardiff and “O. & Co”. I would think the card was
printed about 1899. (Full sized cards were allowed in 1900 rendering this shape of card obsolete after 1899). This makes it clear that
K+N had their own address at the Barbican in Central London in
1899 and were well situated in the London “Post Card District” to
take orders from any English PPC publishers who wanted high quality collotype.

A short look round the factory

Letterpress shop: rmostly smaller models/platen presses except the press in background. Colloytype process had priority.

London Stereoscopic Co. Ltd.
This was a major photographic firm in London. They were very
well established and financed and held a very large library of photographs in connection with the stereoscopic craze of previous decades. They were in a perfect position to enter the picture card market. The stationery journals record that they issued court sized views
of London in collotype and also London views in tinted half tone.
There is no mention in the contemporary literature of who printed
these cards, but it is absolutely clear that it was Knackstedt + Näther.
I show typical examples of the collotype and tinted half tone London views in court size. K+N were not much given to changing
their type and one can see that the word “London” on the London
Stereo picture side is identical to “London” on the explicit K+N
series (Apart from a couple of inserted dots!). Also the words “Post
Card” on the address side is set in the same type. The only difference is the extended gap between “Post” and “Card”. These London Stereo court cards are very common and must have been sold
by the hundreds of thousands. It would need a major printer to
handle this volume of production.

é London St. James Palace: This card is explicitly published and
printed by K+N. The type for “POST CARD” is the usual K+N type.
The lettering used for the word “London” on the picture side, was also
used for the London Stereo printings. These cards are scarce and were
only issued in small numbers. Presumably K+N discountinued their
own London series when they got the big London Stereo contract.
< Bookbinding dept: a “Krause” guillotine dominates this view.
Karl Krause, Leipzig was one the biggest engineering works in Europe for all machinery for the graphic trade/paper mills. The woman
seen here in the foreground takes out sheets of blank paper from a
pile of printed postcards. To avoid the fresh printed sheet to smut the
back of the next sheet in the pile, sheets of thinner blank paper were
put in between. These “protective” sheets had to be taken out of the
pile of the finished printing job (to be re-used). Believe that the large
format sheets were cut to smaller format before captions and address side imprints were done.
Again we see here collotype printed sheets with 40 different views
arranged. Some details can be identified with help of an magnifying

This is an interesting finding, in showing that at least one major
stereo photographic firm went straight to K+N for high volume high
quality collotype printing. It is reasonable to say that London Stereo
was the equivalent in London of LL in Paris. Both were major players in the previous stereo photo craze. Helmfried has put forward
evidence that suggests it was K+N who printed the initial LL cards.
I fully support this, indeed I would possibly go a bit further than
him on the LL front pre WW1.

LL
Of course there are doubts about the French LL using a German
printer. These are based on the hatred engendered by the Franco
Prussian and other wars. Maybe the French LL could not have tolerated a Prussian (Berlin) printer, but Hamburg was different. It
had a history of formerly being an independent city state, noted
more for its interest in trading and making money rather than in
fighting Prussian wars. I think this, together with low prices for high
volume quality printing for photographic firms made K+N in Hamburg an obvious possibility for the initial LL printer.
I feel that LL printing needs more research. There are a number of
questions and doubts that I have in mind regarding their printing
• I do not think that LL’s premises at 44 Rue Letelier, Paris were
big enough to house a printing works. Possibly this was outside
Paris, but where?
• The colouring used on LL cards does remind me of Rotograph
printings, which seems to have had a K+N connection.
• We cannot rule out the possibility that K+N set up a printing
works in France allowing LL to use the designation “Imprime en
France”
• During WW1 the quality of LL’s collotype declines very noticeably.
• LL finally ended up as part of Compagnie des Arts Photomecaniques of Strasbourg. This city has a dual French/German identity.
Possibly these LL uncertainties all have reasonable explanations?
Taken as a whole however they do suggest the possibility of a German printer pre WW1?
Whatever the truth about LL printing, it is certain that London Stereoscopic, the British equivalent of LL, went to Knackstedt + Näther
in Hamburg when it needed high quality, high volume collotype
printing for its PPC’s in 1899.
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é London Ludgate Hill: This is one of the collotype series
issued by London Stereo. The word “London” on the picture
side is in identical type to known K+N type (with the addition of a couple of dots in the “O’s”). This series is one of the
commonest court size cards that I know of. They must have
been issued in large quantities and would have needed a
high volume printer.

è London
Shipping below
London Bridge:
This is one of the
tinted half tone
cards issued by
London Stereo.
The tint in this case
is a light blue. The
type for “London”
on the picture side
and “POST CARD”
on the address side
is the usual K+N
type. These were
definitely printed by
Knackstedt and
Näther, Hamburg.

I have left out several other illustrations from the Junghanss & Koritzer
50 years jubilee brochure and concentrated on those showing people at work, machinery etc.

The problem with identification of J. & K. printed cards
We know for sure that J. & K. was a postcard printing firm using the
collotype process and from c. 1930 on also bromide rotary photographic process. Postcard production was the speciality of this firm
from about 1900 to the outbreak of WW2. During the ppc boom years
they had four large format collotype presses running. These were good
to print 40 -48 cards at one time. You really a steady flow of orders to
feed such big presses. J. & K. had no litho presses of same format.
That makes me believe that they did not the typical coloured cards
like C.G. Röder, Stengel & Co. and Knackstedt & Näther and other big
names specialised in. (B/w collotype with 4 - 6 colour overlays superimposed). Okay, they might have concentrated on monochrom and
duotone printing jobs. This is not yet fully clear. There are of course
some processes which allow full colour illustrations by using collotype
presses only. They were however slow and very complicated. My problem is that I do not know how the J. & K. printed cards look like! It
seems that they had no special designed logo, no characteristic numbering system, no certain layout marks, no collotype printed cards
with their name imprinted (?) etc. This is really frustrating!

J. & K.’s office showing three women at work. Only wish I would
have access to the customer file! At top right position a number of
framed postcards (Greetings from type). Below we see managing directors O. Walther and A. Jacobi in their (not very luxury) office.

Some time ago I had a card with Junghanss & Koritzer, Meiningen
imprint. Remember that it was a common view but would have been
most helpful to identify other J. & K. printings. This card has disappeared somehow at my place. Probably I only spotted it in a approval
lot and did not pick it out due to unknown reasons. Since then I have
searched through some 20,000 cards, spoke to other collectors, asked
postcard dealers for help – with no results at all. Readers help with
this matter is really appreciated!!
How could have stayed a ppc contract printing firm in business for
decades? J. & K must have had loyal customers / clever and solvent
publishers who managed to survive the decline of the ppc boom era.
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